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Abstract: Tomo No Kai, roughly translating into 'circle of friends', is a student organization that was established at the University of California, Irvine in 1977. They are a cultural and social club that explore the Japanese and Japanese-American cultures through weekly events, programs, and meetings on campus as well as their involvement with the wider Japanese community through volunteer work and events with the Southern California Nikkei community. The collection comprises event leaflets and programs including for Japanese Cultural Night and Ballin' at the Bren, newsletters, funding requests and budgets, correspondence, articles, directory and cabinet information, organization registration materials, and the constitution.
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Acquisition Information
Transferred from the Cross Cultural Center, 2016-2017. Materials separated from UCI Cross Cultural Center records (AS-052) and UCI Clubs and Organizations publications (PS-033) were added to the collection in 2020.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
Tomo No Kai, roughly translating into 'circle of friends', is a student organization that was established at the University of California, Irvine in 1977. They are a cultural and social club that explore the Japanese and Japanese-American cultures through weekly events, programs, and meetings on campus as well as their involvement with the wider Japanese community through volunteer work and events with the Southern California Nikkei community. The collection comprises event leaflets and programs including for Japanese Cultural Night and Ballin' at the Bren, newsletters, funding requests and budgets, correspondence, articles, directory and cabinet information, organization registration materials, and the constitution.
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